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Tearfund and OM Assessment of Rasuwa: Thuman, Timure and Bridhim VDCs 

9 – 10 May 2015 

Areas Covered: A team of three from Tearfund and OM visited Thuman, Timure and Bridhim 

VDCs from 9-10 May 15.  The team was dropped by MAF helicopter at Thuman and then 

walked through Dalphedi to Timure villages before returning south along the main highway 

across several landslides before heading up to LinLing, Pelgo, Bridhim and Kangjing villages.  

The team then returned to Syabru Behsi where we were collected by MAF. 

Overall: Main need is for shelter, food levels are adequate at present, clean water is widely 

available, sanitation is adequate, health facilities although damaged are operational in 

Thuman, Timure and Bridhim villages.  Several schools have been damaged and some 

teachers have moved away from the area.  Some immediate assistance has been provided 

by the Government and villagers are able to walk to Syabru Behsi to collect from ad hoc 

distributions.   The main highway is blocked by numerous severe landslides making it 

impassable to vehicles.  

 Fissures in the highway 

Thuman: 9 May 15 

 Overall: Priority is shelter for the monsoon and then assistance rebuilding. 

 Shelter:  There are approximately 300 houses in the village.  Most of the wooden houses 

are still standing but the stone walls of all stone houses are collapsed or badly damaged.  

The population is afraid of returning to them and are living in ad hoc shelters.  The 

government has delivered 100 tarpaulins by helicopter (30 x UKAID and the remainder 

smaller Chinese and Nepalese ones)  However, the police in the VDC are not distributing 

them as there is not enough for all affected and they think that to do so would cause 

tension in the community.  Efforts to suggest a prioritisation for the most vulnerable met 

with little interest.  The community seemed to be concerned with their immediate 

family and were not collaborating as a community.  There appeared tensions between 

the wealthier and the poorer people in the village.  Nobody intends rebuilding before 
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the monsoon.  They would prefer to build wooden houses rather than stone.  They 

believe the materials are available but lack the skills to rebuild.  Most cannot afford the 

cost of a builder, which they recognise will be in short supply.   

 
Thuman 

 Food: Food levels are adequate, most are growing vegetables however they usually buy 

rice, oil and salt etc. from the markets along the road.  These are closed and until they 

re-open they are relying on existing stocks and on assistance.  Food appears to be 

sufficient for about 3 weeks. 

 Water: Piped water systems are functioning and the health centre reports few cases of 

diarrhoea – certainly nothing above normal. 

 Sanitation:   Although many houses have latrines open defecation was practiced before 

the earthquake and continues.  Most existing latrines are damaged.  The village was full 

of flies. 

 Health: The health post was damaged but operational, the nurse was present and has 

usual level of medication.   

 Education:   The wooden school building survived the earthquake but was blown down 

by a Chinese helicopter delivering supplies, many teachers are absent. 

 Assistance:   The Government has delivered  about 100 tarps (30 UKAID plus smaller 

Chinese and Nepali ones) and 11 bags of rice; the Chinese have delivered a further 18 

bags of rice.   

Dalphedi 9 May 15 
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 Overall:  As above the priority is shelter for the monsoon and then assistance rebuilding.  

They are also very concerned over landslides – there is much cracking of the ground. 

 Shelter:  About 160 houses in the village, all stone houses are damaged beyond repair.  

Population is scared of returning and so are living in makeshift shelters (3 families per 

shelter).  The tarpaulins in use are old ones.  They have not received new tarps.  They 

intend to try rebuilding when they can and would prefer wooden houses; they feel that 

the materials are available as they can cut down trees (exacerbating the risk of 

landslides) but lack thre building skills.  They cannot afford to pay builders. 

 Food:  They have not received rice from 

the government.  The villagers grow vegetables 

and buy rice etc. from the market in Timure.  

Many work at the Chinese hydro power which 

provides their income.  The site is now closed 

for at least two months – their source of 

income has therefore (temporarily?) been lost 

and this will impact on their ability to buy rice.  

They do not believe that they have enough food 

to last the monsoon and felt that they only had 

10 to 15 days worth of food.  About 35 animals 

were killed in the earthquake (cows and goats)  

Comment they seem to have become very 

dependent on the employment and income 

from the Chinese power company. 

 Water: Piped water systems are 

functioning, there have been some instances of 

diarrhoea since the earthquake but this is not prevalent. 

 Sanitation:   There are few functioning latrines and open defecation is widely practiced. 

 Health: They make use of the health centre in Thuman and at the Chinese power 

station.  These are both reported to be functioning (although there was no sign of life at 

the power station when we passed).   

 Education:   No detail. 

 Assistance:   They have received 26 small tarpaulins from the government.   

Timure 9 May 2015 

 Overall:  Shelter is the biggest concern.  Reopening of the road should make a big 

difference here.   

 Access:  The road is closed in both directions.  At the Chinese border a large landslide is 

reported to have buried the customs post killing over 100 people.  The Chinese company 

is allegedly working on reopening the road from the North.  There are many significant 
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landslides blocking the road south to Syabru Bhesi.  Villagers can walk to SB in about 3 

hours and to the Chinese border in about 1 hour  

 

Landslide blocks the main highway 

 Shelter:  Reported to be 120 buildings in the village.  Most buildings damaged, some of 

the concrete ones are still standing but have probably sustained structural damage that 

will make them unliveable in.  Majority of the stone buildings are badly damaged.  Many 

are living in shelters.  Some tarpaulins have been distributed by the government.  

Wealthier area but most feel that they will be unable to afford the costs of rebuilding 

and lack the skills to do so. 

 Food:  Grow some but are dependent on the trade along the road and so are used to 

buying the food that they need.  Food was available in the village and others from the 

hills were seen carrying some back from the village.  Once the road is open food will be 

available. 

 Water: Piped water systems are functioning, there have been some instances of 

diarrhoea since the earthquake but this is not prevalent. 

 Sanitation:   Many ltrines are damaged. 

 Health: Health centre was reported as functioning. 

 Education:   No detail. 

 Assistance:   Supplies have been flown in by helicopter and have been distributed by the 

military according to a beneficiary list compiled by the CDO in Dunche.  Tarpaulins have 

been distributed 1 between 2 families along with rice and noodles.  Registered home 

owners have received 5,000 NRP from the government as compensation for totally 

damaged houses. 
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LingLing 9 May 2015 

 Overall:  Shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides.  

 Shelter:  47 houses in the village, all stone houses are damaged beyond repair and 

although they are being used during the day the villagers are afraid to live in them at 

night.  All are living in shelters with several families to a tent.  Tarpaulins are a mix of old 

ones already owned and some new ones distributed by the government.  Intend to 

rebuild when they can but lack the skills and cannot afford to pay builders (800 NRP per 

day plus food) – think it would take 3-4 weeks to rebuild.  Would like to rebuild in wood. 

 Food:  Food stocks are adequate and they are used to walking to SB to buy supplies.  

Loss of income from portering and day labourer rates is a concern. 

 Water: Piped water systems are functioning. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged but open defecation is not the norm 

 Health: Use Bridhim 

 Education:   School has been damaged. 

 Assistance:   Supplies have been flown in by helicopter and have been distributed by the 

military according to a beneficiary list compiled by the CDO in Dunche.  Tarpaulins have 

been distributed 1 between 2 families along with rice and noodles.  Registered home 

owners have received 5,000 NRP from the government as compensation for totally 

damaged houses. 

Pelga 10 May 2015 

 Overall:  Shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides and the ability 

to build back.  

 Shelter:  16 houses, all are damaged and cannot be repaired, lower single storey houses 

fared better than taller ones – intend to build back one storey houses.  Living in 

improvised shelters several families to a shelter.  Cannot afford the cost of builders and 

lack the building skills. 
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 Food:  Have no land and gain an income from day labour on others land.  Suffering from 

loss of income.  Usually buy food from the markets.  Have limited stocks available and 

are eating their reserves. 

 Water: Piped water systems are functioning. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged and are now defecating in the open 

 Health: Use Bridhim 

 Education:   School has been damaged. 

 Assistance:   Have received some supplies from the government.   

Bridhim 10 May 2015 

 Overall:  Shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides and the ability 

to build back..  

 Shelter:  40 to 50 houses in the village; most are damaged and cannot be repaired.  

People are scared and although they go into the remains of their houses during the day 

do not intend to sleep in them.  Population are living in shelters under tarpaulins using 

local bamboo as hoops.  Some children are developing rashes from bugs.  Several 

families are sharing the tarpaulins – 3 families and 25 people under one shelter is not 

unusual.  Intend to pull remaining houses down and rebuild but will stick to lower single 
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storey houses.  Lack the skills to rebuild and cannot afford to pay builders.  

 
 Food:  Grow some food but not enough to live on, usually buy rice etc. from the markets 

in SB.  Have enough food to last the month but less sure beyond that.  Income comes 

from day labourer, portering and tourism. Concerned over loss of income and 

consequent ability to buy food. 

 Water: Two piped water systems exist in the village; the southern one is working but the 

northern one has been damaged.  Apparently the spring has been damaged and the 

pipes damaged in several places by a landslide.  The spring needs rehabilitating and 

about 300-400m of 32mm pipe needs to be replaced.  The landslide has rerouted a 

water course and this now runs through the centre of the village. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged but people are still trying to use them. 

 Health: Health centre has been damaged but the nurse has been able to salvage 

medicines and equipment and is now working out of her shelter from under a tarpaulin. 

 Education:   School has been damaged. 

 Assistance:   Have received some supplies (tarpaulins and rice) from the government 

delivered by helicopter.   

Khanjin 10 May 2015 

 Overall:  As elsewhere shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides 

and the ability to build back.  

 Shelter:  35 to 40 houses in the village plus some hotels.  Many stone houses have been 

badly damaged and all but a few have serious structural damage.  People have moved 

out and are living in shelters.  They have few good quality tarpaulins and many are old 
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and have signs of wear and tear.  Most intend to build back but will build single storey 

houses.  They do not however have the money to pay builders.   

 Food:  They have land and many are farmers, others earn an income as guides and 

porters.  They supplement what they grow with items bought from the markets in SB.  

They have 15-20 days worth of food available.   

 Water: Piped water systems exist in the village and are working normally. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged but people are still trying to use them. 

 Health: Use Bridhim or SB 

 Education:   No detail. 

 Assistance:   Have received some supplies (6 bags of rice) from the government 

delivered by helicopter as well as 7000 NRP compensation (5000 for housing and 2000 

for food items). 

Khanjin 10 May 2015 

 Overall:  As elsewhere shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides 

and the ability to build back.  

 Shelter:  35 to 40 houses in the village plus some hotels.  Many stone houses have been 

badly damaged and all but a few have serious structural damage.  People have moved 

out and are living in shelters.  They have few good quality tarpaulins and many are old 

and have signs of wear and tear.  Most intend to build back but will build single storey 

houses.  They do not however have the money to pay builders.   
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 Food:  They have land and many are farmers, others earn an income as guides and 

porters.  They supplement what they grow with items bought from the markets in SB.  

They have 15-20 days worth of food available.   

 Water: Piped water systems exist in the village and are working normally. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged but people are still trying to use them. 

 Health: Use Bridhim or SB 

 Education:   No detail. 

 Assistance:   Have received some supplies (6 bags of rice) from the government 

delivered by helicopter as well as 7000 NRP compensation (5000 for housing and 2000 

for food items). 

Village 500m South of Khanjing -10 May 

 Overall:  As elsewhere shelter is the biggest concern alongside worries over landslides 

and the ability to build back.  

 Shelter:  15 houses, all damaged.  People are living in shelters made with old tarpaulins.  

They are adequate for now but will need better ones before the monsoon as they have 

holes in them.  Intend to build back single storey houses but lack expertise and money to 

pay builders.  Costs for builders are allegedly rising from 800-900 per day plus food.  

People will struggle to pay builders and are hoping that the government will pay. 

 Food:  They have less food than before the earthquake; they grow vegetables but rely 

on the markets in SB for rice, oil and salt.  Only a few stalls are open in SB.   

 Water: Piped water systems exist in the village and are working normally. 

 Sanitation:   Many latrines are damaged but people are still trying to use them. 

 Health: Use Bridhim or SB 

 Education:   No detail. 

 Assistance:   Have received some supplies (rice) from the government.  Army have also 

been helping salvage possessions from homes.  Have received 7000 NRP for damage 

from the government.  Paid out to all those who have a citizenship card and are 

recorded as being resident in the village. 

 


